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Abstract 

-4 preliminary design for a B-factory has been made using 

asymmetric collisions between positrons in the PEP storage ring 

aud rlcctrous iu a uen-. low-rncrgy ring. Thr design utilizes 

snlall-itl”~rtur~. 1-‘crxrlarlcnt-rnngnet quadrupoles close to the in- 

trraction point (IP). Optimization of optical and beam param- 

pters at thr IP will be discussed. as ~~11 a~ the lattice design of 

thr- iut~rxction rcgiou and of the rings. 

Introduction 

To create large numbers of B-mesons in a way to facilitate sep- 

aration of the t,wo B-mesons created, an interesting possibility is 

to mskc electrou positron collisions at unequal energies between 

an existing storage ring, such as PEP, and a new lower-energy 

ring. Collisions between unequal energy beams complicates the 

choice of interaction point parameters; however, if one makes a 

few plausible assumptions. such as complete beam overlap and 

equal beaui-bram tune shifts. the situation is greatly simplified, 

.4fter a few basic parameters are chosen, such as the energies, 

clureuts and t,hr lowest 9-function value at the IP, most other 

parameters follow, including the luminosity. 

Based on known properties and limitations of PEP, reasonable 

assumptious on the low-energy ring, and the above considera- 

tions on beam parameters. a preliminary design for a 12 GeV x 

,2 GcV B-factory has been made. called Apiary I. 1’1 This design, 

which will bc described here. gives the rather modest luminosity 

of 0.5 x 10”” cm-‘see- r. .4 major limitation was the power that 

can be absorbed by the PEP vacuum chamber. By going to a 

more symmc~trical system such as 9 Gel’ x 3 GeV, it may be 

possible to go to almost a factor of four higher luminosity. -4 

cousist,ant set of IT’ parameters of this type will be given. A 

dcsigu study based on this second set of parameters is now in 

progrws. 

Interaction Point Parameters 

The clloicc of beam paramctcrs is basrd on the following sin- 

plifying asslunptions: 

l The hori~outal and vc’rtical beau-beam tune shifts of both 

beams should he equal to a sirigle specified value, [. 

l The bcam~ should exactly roiucitlc~ at the IP. 

From thrsc asstunptions three importaut relations between the 

cncrgy. iutrnsity. emittancc and ;I-fuuctiori values can be de- 

rivccl, and cxl)lic.it expressions for eruittauce and luminosity 01)~ 

t aincd 

Eq~unl brnm.u 

The first assumption gives a relation hctwrrn thr horizontal and 

vertical ,j-function and rmittanrc vahlcs. If tht, beams are iden- 

tic-al the time shifts arc 

* ‘1 IllC H.ork Ih sll”““‘ttd 1,) t1w 1. s. I)rpartl,lent of Enprgy under c*ntrac: 

ntr l)r-.\('U;1~7iiSt'1100HR 

Au, = 
reB,iV 

2TYG(U, + uy) 

where rc is the classical electron radius, ,V the number of parti- 

cles per bunch, y the relativistic energy, i = Z, y and g, = aI, 

(at the IP). Equating the tune shifts:. Av, = Auy, gives the first 

rule: 

$,/P, = EJE, = uy/uz = r. 

where r is a constant. 

Unequal beam.3 

(1) 

Two unequal beams, designated by superscripts j = 1,2, have 

beam sizes u;’ = Setting 0,’ = 0: gives the second rule: 

/3,‘/0” = c,“/c,’ = b. (21 

where i = x. y and b is a second constant. The tune shifts are 

given by 

Av; = 
r&N” 

27ryJa~(a~ + uy”)’ 

where j = 1,2; k = 2,l. Equating the four tune shifts, 

Au: = A$ = <, i = 5, y, gives the third rule: 

(31 

Emiltnnce 

b = ,d!/$; = (?‘/?“) (+V’/N*). 

An explicit formula for emittanct is obtained from thr t,uur-shift 

formula and replacement of cr,” by crf : 

E’ = 
r vk e: 

z 
27r<yq 1 + r.)’ 

E; = 7-e; 

Luminosity 

The luminosity for equal beam sizes is given by 

L = cx’N”/4TS~a,oy. where Sfj is the bunch spacing. Suh- 

stituting cr,crv = ,&E,, using the above emittancr formula. and 

replacing ,li by the current I = cc.l;/S~. we get 

Lc((l+r) zy ‘.z 

--K 2er, c > 

= 2.167~ 103*<(1 + r.)( IE/d,)‘s” cm-‘se,-r (5) 

where I is in Amperes, E in Ge\‘, and &, in cm. 

The above relations have been obtained independently by a 

group at DE%. 1” They can be used to produce self-consistant 

sets of parameters: but which ones should be chosen and which 

ones derived is somewhat arbitrary. The approach here is to pick 

the energies, current,s, aspect ratio P, and ,9, of the low energy 

beam. 
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unlike but..... Nature sometime helps !

High top mass: 
large oscillation

Low Vcb:
long lifetime

quoting I. Bigi



The dream comes true

7

PEP-II at SLAC

KEKB at KEK

Belle

BaBar

9GeV (e!) " 3.1GeV (e+)

peak luminosity:

        1.12"1034cm!2s!1

Two Asymmetric-energy Two Asymmetric-energy BB Factories Factories

8GeV (e!) " 3.5GeV (e+)

  peak luminosity:

       1.65"1034cm!2s!1

world record

11 nations, 

80 institutes, 

623 persons

13 countries, 

57 institutes,

 ~400 collaborators



1ab-1 or 1GB

PEP-II
for BaBar

As of July 24, 2006

KEKB
for Belle

KEKB + PEP-II



The UTriangle

φ2

φ3 φ1

That I will not describe since in front of 
this audience it would be insulting !

from
qualitative

to
quantitative

to
precise



The ingredients

sin2β
α

γ

εk

2β+γ

Vub/Vcb

B→τνB→ργ

cos2β

K→πvv

ΔMd/ΔMs ΔMd



β: the textbook measurement
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1! CKM fit

2!

o Great success for Standard Model

o Great success for all of us

! theorists, experimentalists, accelerator physicists

Brief history of sin2! from B0"charmonium K0

Summer 2005:

World Average

From external constraints

sin2 0.687 0.032WA! = ±

sin2 0.793 0.033 (sides)

sin2 0.734 0.024 (all)
UTFit

UTFit

!

!

= ±

= ±

 

B0 tag
B0 tag



β



α, γ, β’ : a pedagogical reminder

α: measured through what was considered a 
side channel (if any)

γ: not even part of the initial planning

β’: a statistically limited cross-chek of the 
main measurement (β), certainly not a window 
on New Physics



α : a triangle has reborn from its ashes

53

Isospin analysis: flavor SU(2) symmetryIsospin analysis: flavor SU(2) symmetry

• Model-independent (symmetry-dependent) method

• SU(2) breaking effect well below present statistical errors

!"""#### +=$= 222

2       )2sin(1
effeff

AS“Penguin pollution” can be removed by isospin analysis“Penguin pollution” can be removed by isospin analysis

[Gronau-London 1990]

54

!!"#$%&'()*%'&"+($,"-
./"0"1"23#)4

                  inputs

B("+"0) = (5.75 ±0.42)

B("+"-) = (5.20 ±0.25)   # 10-6

B("0"0) = (1.30 ±0.21) 

A("0"0) = +0.35 ±0.33

S("+"-)  = $0.59 ± 0.09

A("+"-) = +0.39 ± 0.07 

                  inputs

B("+"0) = (5.75 ±0.42)

B("+"-) = (5.20 ±0.25)   # 10-6

B("0"0) = (1.30 ±0.21) 

A("0"0) = +0.35 ±0.33

S("+"-)  = $0.59 ± 0.09

A("+"-) = +0.39 ± 0.07 

No stringent constraint

obtained 

with "" system alone

! need %% and %"

almost useless
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Recent breakthrough: B ! "" decays

 Fact 2:  is found to be  
almost pure 1CP

! !+ "

= +

Fact 1: penguin pollution much
smaller than for B ! ##

00 00

0

| | | |
,   small,  small

| | | | peng

A A
A A

!
+ +"

#

( )0
 18  68%  

eff
CL! !" <

0.05
0 19 0.21 0.07
0 07 0.15 0 06

long

long

S .

C . .

+
= ! ±

!

= ! ± ±

0  (347   pairs) B M BB! !+ "#

ICHEP06

BBAABBARAR

BABAR CONF-06/023
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Recent breakthrough: B ! "" decays

 Fact 2:  is found to be  
almost pure 1CP
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BaBar2006: B BaBar2006: B !!  !! !! (cont.)(cont.)

• B0 ! !0!0 branching fraction:  indication at 3.0"

• B+ ! !+!0 branching fraction

58

BaBar2006: B BaBar2006: B !!  !! !! (cont.)(cont.)

• B0 ! !0!0 branching fraction:  indication at 3.0"

• B+ ! !+!0 branching fraction

57

BaBar2006: tBaBar2006: tCPCPV in B V in B !!  !!!!

57

BaBar2006: tBaBar2006: tCPCPV in B V in B !!  !!!!



α

 α = (92 ± 7)° (SM solution only)

 α = (92.7 ± 4.2)° 

a fit per day keeps the doctor away !



α : is there a problem ?
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α it is the land where 
a little of suspence 
is left. Nothing serious.



γ : where the fantasy took the power

There is no straight  (easy) way of measuring it at the B-factories running at the Bd
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Dalitz: do you remember ?
Sensitivity
varies over 
the Dalitz 
space.

Fit all
together

γ, δ, rB



However : one step forward, two steps backward
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γ

 γ = (82 ± 20)° 

 γ = (64.6 ± 4.2)° 
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The artistic phase
For most of us 
the difference is in the 

colors only !

ρ = 0.163 ± 0.028

η = 0.344 ± 0.016 

 G. Isidori –  Future prospects in flavour physics          Heavy Quarks & Leptons 2006

Introduction

Despite the great success of B factories (both accelerators & detectors),                      
so far the search for deviations form the SM in quark-flavour physics                        
has been quite frustrating. 

The situation is similar to the flavour-conserving electroweak sector (LEP physics):

 
good knowledge of all the SM 
free parameters [quark masses & 

mixing angles]

significant exp. tests of e.w. 
quantum corrections              
[boxes & penguins...]
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Introduction

Despite the great success of B factories (both accelerators & detectors),                      
so far the search for deviations form the SM in quark-flavour physics                        
has been quite frustrating. 

The situation is similar to the flavour-conserving electroweak sector (LEP physics):

 
good knowledge of all the SM 
free parameters [quark masses & 

mixing angles]

significant exp. tests of e.w. 
quantum corrections              
[boxes & penguins...]

but no deviations from the SM 
[indep. of graphical preferences &  

“statistical religions”...]

N.B.: This does not mean that we 

           have not learned anything. Similarly to the e.w. precision tests, 
           also flavour physics provides very significant constraints on New Physics.



now, do not forget that 
the triangle has a 

fourth and hidden angle

β’
that of the b→sss 

transitions



B0 → KsKsKs

Ks→2π0

Ks→π+π-

Ks→π+π-

KS

KS

KS

π+

π-

π+

π-

π0

π0

B0

Y(4S)

Only doable at an
electron collider



and the results are: just a matter of statistics

185 ± 17

K
S
K

S
K

S 
signal

347M BB

535M BB

“sin2!”  = +0.71 ± 0.24(stat) ± 0.04(syst)

       C      = +0.02 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.05(syst) 

“sin2"1” = +0.30 ± 0.32(stat) ± 0.08(syst)

       A       = +0.31 ± 0.20(stat) ± 0.07(syst) 



The shortcut to Fame (β’)
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Evolution of S!K measurements

BABAR 0.50±0.25±0.07

Belle 0.44±0.27±0.05
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Summary of sin2! in b"s penguin modes

!sin2"

Example from recent calculations (QCD
factorization)
2-body: [Beneke; PL B620, 143 (2005)]
3-body: [Cheng,Chua,Soni; PRD72, 094003 (2005)]

Representative theory
estimates

Naïve2 Average: 0.52 ± 0.05 (2.6#)

But............

do you really feel like on the 
way of getting a NP out of it ?
NP: New Physics  & Nobel Prize



or maybe elsewhere ?
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although it is true that 
the glory is whatever it is 
not (0,0) , the actual 
evidence is due toLook for discrepencies…

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

we have a weak sign 
of a disagreement

We should keep an eyes on these kinds
of disagreements. Could be NP

Could be the new value of
inclusive Vub

incl.

SM Fit

the tension (!?) between the exclusive and inclusive
determination of Vub



Every success story 
comes to an end 

The B-factories have super-performed

They have brought B-physics to precision grade

However the SM has resisted at the 1ab-1 fire

Even if ‘the hope is the last to die’ it is unlikely that it 
will concede victory with 2ab-1  in two years from now

A new phase (!!!) is needed and it is again unlikely that 
LHCb alone will be able to shell SM with the intensity 
desirable



Something not be forgotten ever 
What Super means ?

I’d say a factor 100 more



The box: shake or open ?

B,K,LFV physics
Both !



The nightmare

Either it is Obese:  Mass is too high  (major nightmare)

Or it is Blind: the phase is the same as SM, MFV (minor 
nightmare)

Or both !

UCSD, Nov. 17, 2006Emanuele Di Marco 11

Penguins as probe for New Physics (NP)Penguins as probe for New Physics (NP)

g
b~

s~

g~

b s

g

b~ s~

g~
b s

g~ NP
(for example SUSY)

Why has  SUSY not observed 
yet ? (if it exists at all)

If  couplings ~ 1 Minimal Flavour Violation

(couplings small as CKM elements)

all possible intermediate
possibilities!bq ~ 1

!bs ~1 !bq ~ 0.1

!bs ~0.1

"eff ~ 1/#r TeV
"eff ~ 0.2/#r TeV "eff ~ 0.08/#r TeV

"eff ~ 10/#rr TeV
*

' 'q d tq tdV V! $

"eff ~ 2/#r TeV

Why working and keep working on flavour physics ?

Flavour physics, with FCNC, CP violation phases… is the ideal place for looking for New 
Physcis effects beyond the Standard Model (since many processes are suppressed in SM) even

if mediated by heavy (not too heavy) particles

Example for B oscillations  (FCNC-%B=2) :

!bd

r upper limit of the relative contribution of NP 

!bd NP physics coupling

"eff NP scale (masses of new particles)

*

2

2

NP
tb tqB

SM

bq

B Weff

V VQ

Q M
r r

!
% =

% =

&
"

& '

If  couplings ~ 1 Minimal Flavour Violation

(couplings small as CKM elements)

all possible intermediate
possibilities!bq ~ 1

!bs ~1 !bq ~ 0.1

!bs ~0.1

"eff ~ 1/#r TeV
"eff ~ 0.2/#r TeV "eff ~ 0.08/#r TeV

"eff ~ 10/#rr TeV
*

' 'q d tq tdV V! $

"eff ~ 2/#r TeV

Why working and keep working on flavour physics ?

Flavour physics, with FCNC, CP violation phases… is the ideal place for looking for New 
Physcis effects beyond the Standard Model (since many processes are suppressed in SM) even

if mediated by heavy (not too heavy) particles

Example for B oscillations  (FCNC-%B=2) :

!bd

r upper limit of the relative contribution of NP 

!bd NP physics coupling

"eff NP scale (masses of new particles)
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Are you comfortable with this ?
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Four key players in the flavour sector (all in B physics):

b

u

l

!

H± b

d,s

l

l

H0, A0 b

s

H0, A0 b

s

"  

H±, H0

 B±
 !"l

± !  Bs,d !"l
+ 

l
# $MBs 

 b                             s

B !X s"  

The recent experimental infos on B(B±
 !"l

± !) [Belle & Babar] & $MBs [CDF],  

& the theoretical improvement on  B(B !X s" ) [Misiak et al. '06] finally allows

us to start exploring  this scenario more deeply

~(10-50)%
suppression

up to 100 %

enhancement

~(0-20)%
suppression

~(10-50)%
enhancement

[qualitative general features for MH ~ 500 GeV & tan& ~ 50]

Despite several new free parameters, the framework exhibits a well defined 
pattern of enhancements & suppressions (consistent with present data)this is what you could aim for if you 

look for  big effects (low precision) ! 



The precise meaning of 
Precision Physics

Experimental precision

matches precise calculations



at the present level of 
modest precision 
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Summary of sin2! in b"s penguin modes

!sin2"

Example from recent calculations (QCD
factorization)
2-body: [Beneke; PL B620, 143 (2005)]
3-body: [Cheng,Chua,Soni; PRD72, 094003 (2005)]

Representative theory
estimates

Naïve2 Average: 0.52 ± 0.05 (2.6#)

Look for discrepencies…

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

we have a weak sign 
of a disagreement

We should keep an eyes on these kinds
of disagreements. Could be NP

Could be the new value of
inclusive Vub

incl.

SM FitLook for discrepencies…

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

we have a weak sign 
of a disagreement

We should keep an eyes on these kinds
of disagreements. Could be NP

Could be the new value of
inclusive Vub

incl.

SM Fit

Look for discrepencies…

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!! =0.764± 0.039

from indirect determination
(all included by sin2!!!!) 

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

sin2!!!!=0.675±0.026
From direct measurement

we have a weak sign 
of a disagreement

We should keep an eyes on these kinds
of disagreements. Could be NP

Could be the new value of
inclusive Vub

incl.

SM Fit

1)any claim will be impossible
2)at most we test theoretical opinions

weakness on both sides:
-exp error on β’ as well 
as on the prediction 
-inclusive or exclusive 
Vub
-lattice value for 
ΔMd,ΔMs, Vts/Vtd



we have to become 
immodest !
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and there are people who are 
ready to take up the blame

Intersting for MFV – at 2ab-1 off by two order of
magnitude..Syst. difficult to extrapolate

not measurable90%CL @ 1!10-8 

90%CL @ 2!10-8 

Br(B " µµ) 

Br(B!eµ)

SM  -senstitive to NP (H±)2-3%10-15%B "D*#$

Interesting if %<0.5 (SM) Interesting if %<0.5 
(SM)

[0.5-1]%

~0.15%

3%

0.65%

AFB (Xs&) 

AFB (K*&)

Intersting for MFV - Competition with LHCb

Syst. difficult to extrapolate

±0.015 (s<s0) 7% (1-
6%syst)

±0.12 (s<s0) 7% (5-
14%syst)

AFB (Xsl
+l-) 

Br(B " Xsl
+l-) 

|Vtd/Vts| from '&/K*& dep. Lattice0.03 ! 10-60.1 ! 10-6 Br(B " (',(),&)

More theo. parameters from data

Depends on Lattice

2%?

2%?

10%

10%

Vub-incl

Vub-excl

More theo. parameters from data

Depends on Lattice

0.5?

1%?

1%

4%

Vcb-incl

Vcb-excl

>5 improvement4%20%Br(B " l$)

~1°5°) (**,'','*)

(Tree decays)GLW+ADS+Dalitz

Competition with DsK LHCb

(1-2)°(5-10)°& (DK)

Globally

could be

a factor 5

improvement

~2°

~(2,1,2)°

~1°

~4°

~(6,3,5)°

~3°

sin(2+) (Peng.)

,K

(f0,-’*0)K0

3K

no improvement<1°<1°sin(2+) (b"ccs)

CommentsSuperB (50ab-1)CKM2008-10 (2ab-1)Observable

A. Stocchi
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Evolution

+hadronic parameters at 1%-1.5% : MANDATORY 

50ab-1 SuperB

r =   20% ! !eff ~ 180 GeVr =   10% ! !eff ~ 250 GeVr =   1% ! !eff ~ 800 GeV

!eff ~ 0.08/"r TeV

r = 20% ! !eff ~ 180 GeV

r = 10% ! !eff ~ 250 GeV

r =   1% ! !eff ~ 800 GeV

Complémentarity LHC/precision measurements If the coupling are not
even smaller

*

' 'q d tq tdV V# $

Pessimistic Model Very pessimistic…

We show here first simulations for
the case %F=2m using preliminary values in the Table

Global Fit

!!!! = 0.344 ± 0.016 !!!! = 0.344 ± 0.016 """" = 0.163 ± 0.028"""" = 0.163 ± 0.028
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New Measurments
of #ms

Dominated

by theo. uncertainties

(LATTICE)

We are probably beyond the era of « alternatives» to the CKM picture.

NP should appear as «corrections» to the CKM picture

SM Fit

2008-2010

MFV Simulation have to be done.

We had some preliminary result for MFV in 2008-10 :

Gain of about a factor 2 in 
precision on !S0!

Factor "2 in NP scale

For more up to date 
results see V. Lubicz

Today

The day after tomorrow
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50ab-1 SuperB

r =   20% ! !eff ~ 180 GeVr =   10% ! !eff ~ 250 GeVr =   1% ! !eff ~ 800 GeV

!eff ~ 0.08/"r TeV

r = 20% ! !eff ~ 180 GeV

r = 10% ! !eff ~ 250 GeV

r =   1% ! !eff ~ 800 GeV

Complémentarity LHC/precision measurements If the coupling are not
even smaller
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Pessimistic Model Very pessimistic…

We show here first simulations for
the case %F=2m using preliminary values in the Table

SM-like solution  96%

NP         solution  4%
large NP with

arbitrary phase

SM or small NP with
arbitrary phase or large 

NP with SM phase.

Winter 06

Fit in a NP model independent approach

Winter 06

NLO effects included
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News

SM-like solution 100%

SM or small NP with
arbitrary phase or large 

NP with SM phase.

After Summer 2006

After Summer 2006

SM

New !  Bs sector starts
to be constrained.

by 
!ms (Cs)  

ACH +!"s/"s (Cs and #s) 

Error on Cd and Cs dominated by the knowledge of hadronic parameter

CBs = 1.15 ± 0.36
!Bs = (-3 ± 19) U (94 ± 19)o

Fit in a NP model independent

approach

With present data ANP/ASM=0 @ 2!

ANP/ASM vs  "NP

ANP/ASM ~1 only if "NP~0
ANP/ASM ~0-40% @95% prob.

Fit in a NP model

independent approach

Actual sensitivity
for a generic NP phase 

r=ANP/ASM~20%

r upper limit of the relative contribution of NP 

#bd NP physics coupling

$eff NP scale (masses of new particles)

*
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tb tqB

SM
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Take a case where $eff ~ 80/(r GeV*

' 'q d tq tdV V# ) $eff ~ 180 GeV



B-physics could shed 
light on NP on most of 

its phase space
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MFV

! !
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from here to the future ! Complementarity
to the LHC.

SUSY observed
there and 
partially studied
here 



MSSM 
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caveat: depends on 
coupling (/ by 1-10)

Here, it can be 
complementary or 
even a discovery 
tool
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Super KEKB upgrade projectSuper-B 



Super-B

Nov 7, 2006 Flavor Physics and Future Opportunities with BABAR 67

O 1.0Km O 0.7Km

Possible site: Tor Vergata campus, Italy

Site will

accommodate

2.2-3 km tunnel

circumference
Nov 7, 2006 Flavor Physics and Future Opportunities with BABAR 59

A vision for the longer-term future?
Raimondi, SeemanStrong physics case

for a 1036 facility

IP
FF FF

New ideas:
o Low-emittance ILC damping rings
o Scaled version ILC final focus
o Large crossing angle and crabbed

waist

Super-B Factory

Features:
o Machine has significant technical

overlap with ILC
o Appears to be possible to reach

1036 luminosity with currents
comparable to present B Factories
allowing (re-)use of existing
detectors and machine components

4x7 GeV low-emittance
electron-positron rings in
common 2-3 km tunnel



Conclusion

LHC

ILC

SuperB

LHC

ILC

SuperB

Personally, I love both 
sushi and spaghetti


